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Dear Editorial Team,

We are delighted that BMC Musculoskeletal Disorders will publish our manuscript. We made the changes to the format of our manuscript so that online production process of our manuscript will be straightforward. Please see below for a point-by-point description of the changes.

----------------------------
Title page - This should include the following: the manuscript title (in sentence case i.e. remove all unnecessary capitals), the full names (on one line) and beneath that, associated institutional affiliations for all authors (denoted by superscript numbers). The corresponding author details should then be listed, and a list of all author email addresses following that. The corresponding author should be denoted with the use of a symbol in the author list e.g. *. Also, please align the title page to the left, and ensure that there are no superfluous extras e.g. descriptive words title page, authors, word counts, key words, headers, short/running titles etc.

We changed the title page and added the email addresses (please see page 1)

Please remove the underlining.

We removed the underlining (please see page 2)

Please change: Materials and Methods -> Methods

We changed the section header (please see page 5)

Please ensure all text is formatted black. Please remove all highlighting/tracking.
We removed all highlighting and tracking. Furthermore all text is formatted black (please see whole document)

Conclusions - Please include a Conclusions section after the Discussions. Alternatively, please rename the discussions section: Discussions and conclusions

We renamed the Discussion section: Discussion and conclusion (please see page 11).

References - The reference list should be formatted in the journals style to enable us to create links to article abstracts on PubMed.

We formatted the reference list in the BMC style (please see page 18 - 21).

With best regards,

Tom M. van Raaij.